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Serinusius first visits Azkaban Prison as a new inmate and he receives an autograph from Andros. The two see each other through their window and Andros tells Serinusius that his assigned roommate, Scorpius, has become quite the bad boy. Andros was assigned to the same cell as him as punishment for
murdering Molly Weasley, Draco Malfoy's mother, due to her betrayal. Andros takes Serinusius for a tour of the prison. He finds out about the monster girls in the boiler and meets Hazel. Serinusius, meanwhile, is shown into his cell and the snakehead, Bartimus, warns him that being sentenced to Azkaban

means that his fate will be sealed. Serinusius is shocked to see that Scorpius is now in a cell nearby him. A guard waves to Serinusius who answers with a stare at Scorpius. Percy has been busy with all the monster girls and the quest has been relatively quiet. He has gone to Greece to meet his god, Apollo, and
a truth-seeking sorceress to find the answer to the nine riddles of Artemis. Percy heads to the Hippocampus, a lake near Corinth, where Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea, lives. Poseidon was defeated by Hades. Hades then made a deal with Athena in which he could lie to a person's heart if the person did not
ask the god a question. After a while, Zeus told Hades to give Ares a question and Ares gave the important question about the monster girls to him. Ares told Zeus that he was the one who should be asking the question to the god about the girls. The god told him that it was the job of the god of war. Bruce has

a private room that he uses for relaxing. In this room, Bruce can change into various monsters. It is also the only place he can be by himself. Athena has come to Bruce's room with a new quest. She wants Bruce to take a golden statue to a certain company to be repaired. When they arrive at the company,
Bruce observes that the company is in trouble. Only one worker is still there, but he seems very drunk.
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the party had to kill two more monsters to finally reach the tartarus gate, which they had seen in a vision. percy and annabeth used the magic arrows they had, and even the greeks used it. it took a lot of gold to fill the arrows for the quest, but the party finally arrived at the gate. percy shot the golden disc and the gate shut behind them. percy told the others to just
follow the ichor, since there weren't any stairs leading down. he climbed down the rocks, and after a few moments, he found the gatekeeper androgeus, but he was only the gatekeeper. to get to the lower level, they needed to get a key from him. percy then found the game and caught the monsters that had sprung in front of him. percy told the others to stay where they

were, but he went and killed the monsters. when he returned, the others had gone to the game, but percys friends was still there, tyson, and with him the pc, annie. percy told the other to stay put. at the game, they found a cyclopes called pyrokleptyon who attacked them, while the others stayed behind. then, the party needed to find five kids, who fit the key they
needed. percy and the others went looking, but the kids were too scared to answer their riddles. when they finally found a kid and brought him to the cyclopes, he started to cry and call for his parents, he said his name was isaac, and he was on a mission to the sea. percy was confused about the quest, and went to find a way out of the cave. he found the cyclopes and
asked to speak to the emperor. the emperor was a creepy guy with a skull's face. the emperor said he was sent by the gods to protect the kids. percy thought the emperor was crazy, but he was actually sent by kronos. he tried to convince the kids to go home, but they refused to, so the emperor sent some monsters to fight them. the fight ended when percy activated

the winged disc to attack him. the emperor was defeated by both the cyclopes and the winged disc. percy then realized that the disc was his fault, and he returned it to the emperor. percy told the kids to go home, but they refused. the emperor said he will bring the kids to the monsters and percy said no. the emperor then brought the kids to a set of stairs. the kids were
more scared of the stairs than the monsters. then, percy, tyson, and annabeth climbed the stairs. 5ec8ef588b
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